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� The promotion of renewable energy is high on the energy policy agenda in 
Europe and worldwide

� Widespread consensus over the general policy aim of renewable energy 
promotion, but debate on suitable renewable energy sources, policy 
instruments and time frames to achieve the targets
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Motivation

� « …the main purpose of mandatory national targets is to provide certainty for 
investors and to encourage continuous development of technologies which 
generate energy from all types of renewable sources. »

[art. 14 Renewable Directive 2009/28/EU]



� This work aims at comparing support mechanisms for renewable energy with 
respect to their ex-ante effectiveness in promoting the adoption of innovative 
technologies, with a focus on the different allocation of uncertainty

� Two support mechanisms are compared:

Renewable Obligation Certificates (UK) 
vs. 
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Motivation (2)

vs. 
Feed-In Tariffs (Germany) 

� Context: wind plants repowering
(meaningful role played by repowering in capacity expansion) 
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Recent literature seems to agree on the superiority of feed-in tariffs (FITs), as 
they are:

� ensuring both effectiveness and economic efficiency (Resch et al., 2007)
� preferred by investors (Bürer and Wüstenhagen, 2009)
� able to meet multiple objectives (Lipp, 2007)

Some Literature

� Mitchell et al. (2006) and Bütler and Neuhoff (2008) argue that feed-in tariffs 
encourage the deployment of wind turbines more effectively and at a lower 
cost to society
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BUT…

� diffusion depends on policy design (Dinica, 2006)
� policy effects vary with technology (Johnstone et al., 2010)

� differentiated feed-in tariff schemes may lead to excess cost compared to 
technology-neutral policies (Böhringer et al., 2007)

Some Literature (2)

technology-neutral policies (Böhringer et al., 2007)
� the cost of RES support in Germany is excessive (Mennel, 2012)

� no evidence that differences in types of policies to meet Kyoto’s goals 
significantly affect the level of investment (Popp et al., 2011) 
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� Discrete dynamic programming problem to capture the decision of a single 
investor to renew his renewable energy plant under uncertainty about the 
electricity price and the cost of capital

2 important assumptions

The Model

� Uncertainty resolves over time: electricity price and capital cost can be 
predicted within a certain band (waiting can gain value over time)

� Investments are irreversible: plausible in the case of power plants that involve 
a lot of construction work in their setup
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Price Processes

The Model (2)

Control Variable
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Age of the Plant

Employed Technology

The Model (3)

Objective Function

Technological Progress (= growth in size)
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The Model (4)



� German data for investments into wind plants

� Period length: 2 years

� Lifetime of a plant: 20 years

� Capacity average growth rate: g=1.16%
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Calibration

� German Association of Wind Energy for average output (Q=160.38 MWh) 
and process for capital cost

� OECD data for the electricity price process
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Given the age of the plant, the propensity to invest decreases if the
employed technology is more advanced
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Given the employed technology, the propensity to invest increases as the
age of the plant increases
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Results – Benchmark Case

FITs vs. ROCs

�Independently of the technology adopted, the propensity to repower a
wind plant is higher under FITs than under ROCs

�Higher uncertainty gives an owner less incentives to innovate
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Comparative Statics (Period 10, T=1)

�Capital cost volatility is apparently not a big concern for the owner of a
plant (lock-in effect?)

�Under ROCs, there is more to gain than to lose from electricity price
uncertainty
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Sensitivity Analysis (Period 10, T=1)

�A lower interest rate (i.e., a higher discount rate) makes repowering more
appealing to the owner of the plant

�The difference in terms of propensity to invest between the two policies
decreases if we de-trend the electricity price process



Benchmark case De-trend electricity price process
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Propensity to invest under ROCs

Sensitivity Analysis (2)



� The general intuition is confirmed: the owner is more likely to adopt a new 
technology under price certainty

HOWEVER
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Conclusions

� Counterintuitively, an increase in the electricity price volatility (slightly) softens 
the difference in terms of propensity to invest between the two policies

� Uncertainty on capital costs (independently of the policy) does not seem to 
affect investment decisions



� More than one technology, in order to account for technology-specific support 
schemes

� Consideration of other RES support schemes in the analysis (ex. tendering)
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Further Developments

� Uncertainty on the policy itself: how would it affect the adoption of new 
technologies?
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